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2012

“Startling gains in fields as diverse as computer vision, speech 
recognition and the identification of  promising new molecules for 
designing drugs.”

DEEP NETWORKS IN THE NEWS
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2013

"[The deep learning] movement seeks to meld computer science with 
neuroscience — something that never quite happened in the world of 
artificial intelligence."
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1958
“This remarkable machine…is capable of  what amounts to thought.”

2013

"[The deep learning] movement seeks to meld computer science with 
neuroscience — something that never quite happened in the world of 
artificial intelligence."

2012

“Startling gains in fields as diverse as computer vision, speech 
recognition and the identification of  promising new molecules for 
designing drugs.”

DEEP NETWORKS IN THE NEWS
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DEEP LEARNING: EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Domain Task Prior Art Deep Learning

Text Paraphrase Detection 76.1% 76.4%

Video Hollywood2 Classification 48% 53%

Video YouTube multi-modal 71.2% 75.8%

Images CIFAR Object Classification 80.5% 82%

Images ImageNet 2011 9.3% 15.8%

Speech Bing Voice Search 63.6% 69.6%

Speech YouTube captions 47.7% 53.4%
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REKINDLING THE DREAM OF AI

“Instead of doing AI, we ended up spending our lives 
doing curve fitting.”

— Andrew Ng
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OUTLINE

‣Why deep neural nets matter
‣ A Brief History of Neural Networks
‣ Perceptron (1957)
‣ Backpropagation (1974)

‣ Deep Neural Networks (2006-present)
‣ Unsupervised pretraining: RBMs, greedy layer-wise pretraining
‣ Discriminative fine-tuning
‣ Dropout, Rectified Linear Units

‣ Case Studies
‣ Speech recognition at Google
‣Molecular Activity Prediction on Kaggle
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PERCEPTRON (1957)

Simple model of a single “neuron”:

xi: input vector, e.g. pixels

wi: the strength of each input connection from x[i] to the neuron.

h(x): the output activation, using a sigmoid:

h(x) = 1 / (1 + exp(-∑ xi*wi))
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PERCEPTRON (1957)

Neurons are linked into a neural network:

xi: input vector, e.g. pixels

wijl: connection weight between node i and node j at layer l.

hil(x): the output activation of node i and layer l, using a sigmoid:

hil(x) = 1 / (1 + exp(-∑ hjl-1*wijl))
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BACKPROPAGATION (1974)

But how do you find the weights wijl?

Idea: minimize squared error E between the network’s output at last 
layer (L) hL and labels y from the training set T using gradient descent:

  E(w) = ∑T (y - hL(x))2

For the last layer L, just take the derivative:

  ∂E/∂wijL = -2 * (y - hiL(x)) • sigmoid’(∑ hjL-1*wijL))

For hidden layers, recursively apply the chain rule from calculus:

  ∂E/∂WijL-1 = ∂E/∂hjL • ∂hjL / ∂WijL-1

Werbos (1974) Beyond Regression: New Tools for Prediction and Analysis in the Behavioral Sciences
Rumelhart et al. (1986), Learning representations by back-propagating errors
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PROBLEMS WITH BACKPROPAGATION

‣ Requires labeled data, and most data is unlabeled
‣ Easy to get stuck in poor local optima
‣ Gets worse as you add more layers!

‣ Slow to train due to “diffusion of gradients”
‣ Also gets worse with more layers!
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So what’s different in 2013?
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WHAT’S DIFFERENT: MOORE’S LAW

A computer from 1974: SCELBI 8H
Intel 8008 @ 0.5 Mhz
1KB memory

“A vast improvement over its predecessor, 
the 4004, its eight-bit word afforded 256 
unique arrangements of ones and zeros. For 
the first time, a microprocessor could handle 
both uppercase and lowercase letters, all 10 
numerals, punctuation marks, and a host of 
other symbols.”

In 2013, more than a million times 
more CPU power.
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So what’s different in 2013? 
‣ Moore’s law
‣ New Algorithms
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OUTLINE

‣Why deep neural nets matter
‣ A Brief History of Neural Networks
‣ Perceptron (1957)
‣ Backpropagation (1974)

‣ Deep Neural Networks (2006-present)
‣ Unsupervised pretraining: RBMs, greedy layer-wise pretraining
‣ Discriminative fine-tuning
‣ Dropout, Rectified Linear Units

‣ Case Studies
‣ Speech recognition at Google
‣Molecular Activity Prediction on Kaggle
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CAUTION!

‣ Deep learning is an active field. Results change often!
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UNSUPERVISED PRETRAINING

“If you want to do computer vision, first learn computer 
graphics.”

—Geoff Hinton

Add a pretraining phase to learn the structure of the input data:
‣Requires no labeled data
‣Don’t get stuck in bad local optima
‣ A greedy layer-wise algorithm makes this efficient and fast
‣Related terms: “unsupervised feature learning”, “greedy layer-wise 

pretraining,” “generative pretraining,” “unsupervised pretraining.”
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RESTRICTED BOLTZMAN MACHINES

Restricted Boltzman Machine: two-layer undirected network.

Hinton (2002), Training products of  experts by minimizing contrastive divergence
Hinton (2010), A practical guide to training Restricted Boltzmann Machines

Given v or h, can estimate the other:
  p(hj=1|v) = sigmoid(-∑i viwij)              (1)
  p(vi=1|h) = sigmoid(-∑j hjwij)              (2)

If we apply (1) and (2) iteratively, the RBM 
“dreams.”

How to learn wij?
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RESTRICTED BOLTZMAN MACHINES

Restricted Boltzman Machine: two-layer undirected network.

Probability of the training set v0..N-1 and its derivative:
    p(v0..N-1) = 1/N ∑n (∑h exp(-vihjwij) / ∑v’h’ exp(-v’ih’jwij))

   ∆wij = 1/N ∑i ∂log(p(vn))/wij = <vihj>data - <vihj>model

Hinton (2002), Training products of  experts by minimizing contrastive divergence
Hinton (2010), A practical guide to training Restricted Boltzmann Machines

Given v or h, can estimate the other:
  p(hj=1|v) = sigmoid(-∑i viwij)              (1)
  p(vi=1|h) = sigmoid(-∑j hjwij)              (2)

If we apply (1) and (2) iteratively, the RBM 
“dreams.”

How to learn wij? Gradient descent.
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LEARNING RBMS: CONTRASTIVE DIVERGENCE

‣ ∆wij = <vihj>data - <vihj>model

‣ For <vihj>data, use equation 1 from previous slide:
  p(hj=1|v) = logistic(∑i viwij)                 (1)
  p(vi=1|h) = logistic(∑j hjwij)                 (2)

‣ For <vihj>model, in theory, use Gibbs sampling, starting with a random v 
and alternating (1) and (2):

Hinton (2002), Training products of  experts by minimizing contrastive divergence
Hinton (2010), A practical guide to training Restricted Boltzmann Machines
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LEARNING RBMS: CONTRASTIVE DIVERGENCE

‣ ∆wij = <vihj>data - <vihj>model

‣ For <vihj>data, use equation 1 from previous slide:
  p(hj=1|v) = logistic(∑i viwij)                 (1)
  p(vi=1|h) = logistic(∑j hjwij)                 (2)

‣ For <vihj>model, in theory, use Gibbs sampling, starting with a random v 
and alternating (1) and (2):

‣ In practice, a crude approximation called contrastive divergence 
works well: start with a training example vn and perform just one 
iteration of (1) and (2)

Hinton (2002), Training products of  experts by minimizing contrastive divergence
Hinton (2010), A practical guide to training Restricted Boltzmann Machines
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STACKING RBMS

‣ To get a deep neural network, we can stack RBMs
‣ Train one layer at a time: greedy layer-wise pretraining.
‣ Called a “Deep Belief Network.”

Bengio et al. (2006), Greedy layer-wise training of  deep networks
Hinton et al. (2007), A fast learning algorithm for deep belief  nets
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INTERPRETING THE LAYERS

‣ Visualization of features for digit recognition in a three-layer network
‣ Each panel shows a synthetic “ideal” image that maximizes the 
activation of a neuron in the selected layer
        Layer 1                              Layer 2                            Layer 3

Erhan et al. (2009) Visualizing Higher Layer Features of  a Deep Network
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DISCRIMINATIVE FINE-TUNING

‣ After pre-training, apply standard back-propagation to “fine-tune”
‣ Different than just using back-propagation in the first place? Yes...

‣ ...and no. Hessian-free optimization and momentum-accelerated 
SGD have gotten good results without pretraining.

Erhan et al. (2010) Why Does Unsupervised Pre-training Help Deep Learning?
Martins (2010), Deep learning via Hessian-free optimization
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DROPOUT

‣What about overfitting?
‣ Dropout: for each training example, randomly remove half the nodes 

in each layer

Dahl et al (2013). Improving deep neural networks for LVCSR using Rectified Linear Units 
and Dropout
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RECTIFIED LINEAR UNITS

‣ Instead of a sigmoid:

‣hil(x) = 1 / (1 + exp(-∑ hjl-1*wijl))
‣ ...make each neuron a rectified linear unit (ReLU):

‣hil(x) = max(0, -∑ hjl-1*wijl)

‣Why do ReLUs work better than sigmoid units?
‣ Lets later layers ignore irrelevant variations
‣ Improves sparsity

Vinod Nair and Geoffrey E. Hinton (2010). Rectified linear units improve restricted 
Boltzmann machines
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THE DEEP LEARNING RECIPE: 2006 VS. 2013

Unsupervised pretraining 
via Deep Belief Nets

2006-2010

Fine-tuning via
backpropagation

Sigmoid units Rectified linear units

2013

Dropout

Unsupervised pretraining? No 
pretraining, or alternative algos

Backprop? Modified versions 
or use alternative algos

Lots of active research
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OUTLINE

‣Why neural nets matter
‣ A Brief History of Neural Networks
‣ Perceptron (1957)
‣ Backpropagation (1974)

‣ Deep Neural Networks (2006-present)
‣ Unsupervised pretraining: RBMs, greedy layer-wise training
‣ Discriminative fine-tuning
‣ Dropout, Rectified Linear Units

‣ Case Studies
‣ Speech recognition at Google
‣Molecular Activity Prediction on Kaggle
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SPEECH RECOGNITION AT GOOGLE

‣ DNNs automatically learned equivalents of hand-engineered features: 

Jaitly et al (2012), Application of  pretrained deep neural networks to LVSR

Fourier Transform + Log
Cosine Transform

PLP Features
Linear Discriminant Analysis

VTLN
MLLR

Gaussian Mixture Model
Hidden Markov Model

Decision Tree
Lexicon

Language Model (n-grams)

Fourier Transform + Log

Hidden Markov Model
Decision Tree

Lexicon
Language Model (n-grams)

Deep Neural Network
- 6 layers, 2560 nodes

- dropout
- ReLu

- in last ~year, no pretraining
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MOLECULAR ACTIVITY PREDICTION

‣ Kaggle competition to predict interactions between different 
molecules
‣ Useful in drug discovery for identifying potential side effects
‣Winning team used DNNs with no feature engineering!

Dahl (2012), Deep Learning How I Did It: Merck 1st place interview

“Since our goal was to demonstrate the power of 
our models, we did no feature engineering and only 
minimal preprocessing. The only preprocessing we 
did was occasionally, for some models, to log-
transform each individual input feature/covariate.”

— George Dahl, from winning team
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THE DREAM OF AI

Historically, feature engineering dominated machine learning 
performance:

Contribution to
performance

• Human Intelligence (Feature Engineering)
• Machine Intelligence (Data + Learning)
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THE DREAM OF AI

Historically, feature engineering dominated machine learning 
performance:

In 2013, machine intelligence is finally catching up to the dream of AI. 
Just five decades later than expected.

Contribution to
performance

Time

• Human Intelligence (Feature Engineering)
• Machine Intelligence (Data + Learning)
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BACKUP SLIDES
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THEMES

Everything old is new again. 2013’s hottest idea is from 1957.

What’s different in 2013 is CPU/GPU power + algorithmic changes.

The “classic” deep learning recipe adds an unsupervised 
pretraining step, training a stack of Restricted Boltzman Machines 
layer-by-layer, then using backpropagation to fine-tune.

The recipe is evolving quickly. Work on alternative optimization 
algorithms, unsupervised learning algorithms, new application areas.

The return of the dream of AI.
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REVIEW: THE DEEP LEARNING RECIPE

# Unsupervised pre-training by learning a stack of RBMs
for l = 1 to L:

while not converged:
Wl = 0
u = RandomTrainingExample()
for k=1 to l-1:  # Propagate u through all layers learned so far

u = relu(Wku)
RBMContrastiveDivergence(u, Wl)  # Modifies Wl

# Discriminative fine-tuning using backprop
while not converged:

u = RandomTrainingExample()
BackpropUpdate(u, W)  # Modifies W using gradient descent
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